
After School TO DOs

Backpack Duty

MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

Make Your Lunch

Homework

Piano Practice

Take Vitamins

Do  More Than
What's Expected

Daily Act of Service

House Hunt

Brush  & Floss Teeth

WEEKLY TO DOs:

Weekly Act of Service

Get Allowance & Offering

Put Away Trash Cans
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1 Backpack Duty involves taking out lunch containers for cleaning, giving us any papers and putting the
backpack in its proper place (not in the middle of the entryway).

2 Kids started making their own lunch in Kindergarten. We gave them a list of the protein, fruit/veggie and
carbs they could choose from. Help was given as needed, too.

NOTES:



3 Doing more than what’s expected is part of the HONOR definition so we asked the kids to think of some
extra way they could help or be loving that they thought of each day. Often it was as simple as giving a
hug to someone.

4 Setting the table, clearing the table and emptying the dishwasher were our main three and we rotated
who did what each month. Eventually the kids realized they all had favorites that aligned perfectly so we
let them stick with their favorites.

5 House Hunt never really took off too well, but on the days we did it, it was designed to have everyone
take 2 minutes before heading up for bed to tidy up the house and make sure everything was ready for
the next day.

6 These were generally done on the weekend and screen time was limited until they were completed.
Mopping the floor, dusting and vacuuming were common ones.

7 We left it to the kids to remember to ask for their allowance each week. Eventually we got an app that
helped some, but honestly we struggled to keep up with this.


